NTEN’s programs...

Connect. Programs enable people to find peers, collaborators, and resources to help them now and in the future.

Learn. Programs provide accessible and flexible opportunities for gaining new skills and advancing professional development goals.

Change. Programs support the power of people and organizations to transform society through tools, actions, and ongoing training and coaching.

...as we build a better world.

a world where missions and movements are successful through the skillful and equitable use of technology.

...across missions and the sector

Organizations center their communities in making decisions about tech.

Nonprofit technology is a recognized field and area of advancement.

The nonprofit sector is recognized for its unique skills and capabilities.

...increase the tech leadership

People working on social change understand the importance of equity and tech in their movements.

These changemakers have increased skills and capacity they put to use in their missions.

NTEN is a leading organization that changemakers, philanthropists, technologists, and service providers want to join and support.